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* Assumes fundraising goals are met



Sample 
Grant Inputs



´ Two iPads, cases, digital pen, and Read Naturally Fluency 
program,12 audio CDs, assessment logs and reproducible 
nonfiction text that enhances reading fluency through 
audio, oral reading fluency and vocabulary.

´ Social Thinking/Social Emotional Curriculum: We Thinkers! 
(vol. 1 & 2); Character Counts ! Early Childhood Kit.

´ This grant is for the implementation of hands-on science 
workshops during the school day for LJE. 



´ These computers are the most critical in need of replacement. 
As the budget-belt tightens while the reliance on technology in 
education grows, staff already does their very best with what 
they have. The speed and ease by which a teacher can use 
their computer has direct impact on the most valuable 
commodity in their school year: time.

´ These leveled books will go home with students for nightly 
reading. Many students do not have access to books at their 
reading level at home. They will be able to take home many 
books and fluency will improve. The durable bags will protect 
the books so that they can be used for many years. 



´ These robots are designed to get students engaged and 
excited. I will merge coding experiences with the robots with 
math concepts such as geometry, quadrilateral studies, area 
and perimeter, and moving their robot to correct answers to 
a place on the carpet. Correct answers will demonstrate 
math, as well as coding knowledge.

´ Assignment completion and a completed student movie in 
either Modern World, US history, Psychology, or Cultural 
Anthropology would determine whether the incorporation of 
a MACBOOK for lesson planning was effective. 


